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TECHNICAL NOTE NO, 811

THX E3?K3CT 03’ METHODS OR’ TESTING ON THE ULTIMATE

LOADS SUPPORTED BY STIFY.ENED FLAT SHEET

PANELS UNDER EDGE COMPRESSION

By M’arshall Holt

SUMMARY

Two series of stiffened flat sheet specimens were
tested under edge compression using various end condi-
tions: round ends (knife-edge bearings) , flat ends, and
continuous panels. The specimens consisted of aluminum-
alloy flat sheet, stiffened by three bet-shaped extruded
aluminum-alloy stiffeners.. One series of- specimens used
B.& S. No. 10-gage (0.102 in. nominal) sheet and the
other used B. & S. No. l-gage (0.C51 in. nominal) sheet.

,. .-

The results of the tests ind.i.cate that in the re-
stricted range of slenderne-ss ratios considered, the
length of syeciueq @as an insignificant effect on the ul-
timate compressive load. The cor.di,tion of the ends,.
whether round or flat, has only a s&l-1 effect on the
strength of the speciuen if the bucklzr.g strengths of the
sheetj panels and stiffeners are’ nearly e,qual, In the case
of s~esimens where .eitker the sheet o.r the stiffener Is
relatively stronger than the ot-ner’, the use.,of -flat ends -
will r“esult in a highar test load than will the use of
round ends, The ultinate loads supported by specimens
continuous over several hinged supports are close to those
supported by sin~le specimens tested ~ith flat ends.

.—

Testing continuo;.s specimens offers a means of obtaining -- ‘.
high ultimate loads without introducing the questionable
high degree of end restraint involved. in the ordinary
flat-end te~t. “

, INT”RODUC,TION

Stiffened sheet is widely used~as a strength member
in aircraft and other lightweight construction. The princ-
ipal loads lie in a plane parallel to the sheet and act

—
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in the direction of the stiffeners. In connection with
the design of stiffened “sheet for use in aircraft, manu-
facturers frequentl:r base the strength of a nnit of the
structure on test results from small specimens represent-
ing tha-t particular design rather than rely ectireiy on
computations or on the test of a complete unit. Usuelly
the procedure’ consists in preparing a panel usifig the
sheet thickness and the stiffener spacing pro~osed for
the new design. The length tif the panel is made equal to
the spacing of the transverse bulkheads or stiffeners,
and the width is some dimension that can be accommodated. “
by the testing equipment. After the specimen has been
machined so that the ends are flat and parallel, it is
loaded to failure in edge compression in a testfng ma-
chine.

—

In making tests on small .paneis, the method of test-
ing is often partly dependent on the design assumption,
such as the assumption of 7ero restraint at the trans-
verse supports, In:this case, the spec,j.menswould prob- ●

ably he loaded through bearing blocks wltL knife edges or
some other device that produces a small recistan”ce to’the
rotation of the ends of- the snecimen, The sssumptfonof .

, a large amount of restraint or conplete fixity e.t the
ends of the panel len<th would be a basis for us~ng some
other type of loading device.

Tests were outlined to show tne effects of different
method”s of testing on the ultimate strength of the speci-
men, with the belief that this information should be of
considerable value to those responsible ,for establishing
methods of routine testing in the atreraft industry.
Teste were included to show the effects of extreme care
in the preparation and aline’ment of the specimens,

The specimens used in this investigation are shown
in figure 1 and are described in table 1. The sFecimens
with 10-gage sheet were designed to develop a strese at
failure in both the sheet and the stiffener ap~roximately
equal to the yield strength of the materte.1. The maximum
unsupported width of any flat section in t’hese specimens
iS about 18 times the thickness of the skeet and the
spacing of the rivets is about 16 times the thickness of

.9
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the flange of the -stiffener, or about .12 times the sheet
thickness. The basic len~th of specimen, i2 inches, gives
a slenderness ratio of abov.t,21,which, according to studies
of COIUIIIZl test data, should develop a stress equal to at
least the yield strength of tki~ mater~al in a tsst with
round ends.

The specimens with l+gage sheet were designed so that
th~ flat sheet would tuckle at a stress somewhat below the
yield strengtih of the material. Sfnce the stiffener sec-
tion is the same as that US~d in th~ set of specimens with
10-gage sheet, the stiffener is relatively stronger than
the sheet in compression. R“hen such a specimen is tested
to failure under edge compression, the effective centroid
of the section shifts as the bnckling of the sheet pro-
gresses. Because of this shift in the position of the ef-
fective centroiti, the method of test, whether with round
or flat ends, is of much more im~ortance then in the case
of a “more compact or a symmetrical section rhere the ef-
fective centroid does not shift ag the load increesei.

The mechanical ~roperties of the ~ate~ials used are
given in table 11 and are i~.accord.with the specifica-
tions for t~hese materials. :=._

The ends of all sFeciuens, except specimen E in each
series, were machined flat and parallel within the limits
noted in table I before zhey svere tested. The flatness.
of the ends was checked by thickness gages and a surface
plate, and the parallelism of the ends was checked by
measuring the length of the various elements of the cross
section with an outside caliper, which used a dial gage
as a measuring device, The dial gagg was graduated to
thousandths OS an inch movement of t’ne plufiger so that
differences of. 0.0002 inch in the lengths of the var:ous
elements could he estimated. .

In the case of specimen E of e’ach series, the ends
were merely,sawed square by means O: a mo7ahle-blade band
saw. The cuts were made using or.ly a slight pressure on
the saw blade(2 lb), Iut no sFecial jtgs were used to
hold the specimen. .Tke measurements rith tl.e o,utsifle cal-
iper indicated that the variatfon in the lecgth Qf the
elements of the sheet.~was (3.01~5 inch i~ the case of the
lo-gage sheet but only 0.0050, ;i~ch in the case of the 16- -
gage sheet.. A .much larger .vari~tion was found between
the elements of the sh’eet and. those at the tops of the
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:stiff eners,. As’ &h@wn. in table “1“;””this var5at ion a’mourited
to about O.039 inch. The” out-of-flatness of the etide“as

‘. revealed by c~mpari.son “w.ith..:asurface plater”was about
0.014’ inch in”3oth. cs.uses. ‘ .
,.. ,. I .. . .,.

TESTING EQUIFMZNT A??D METHODS 0)? TEST
,’ , ,.

.
,. Thb’ compressive” tests on all the stiffened flat sheet
p.anels”’except .sFecimen .H~were made in a multiple-capacity
Am S1.er hydraulic-type testing ma’chine$ the maximnm “capac-
ity of which is 3(30,000 pounds, In the tests of the spec-
imens with 10-gage sheet , the 200,0 G0-pound losd range was
used, an’d”irithe” t-ests of the specimens with .16-gage ‘sheet
the100,0OO-pound l~ad range was used. The testing machine
is periodically inspected and in the recent calibration it
was fo’~nd to measure loads correctly with~,n *1 percent.
The lower head”of the testing machine is Frovid.ed’with a
pair of ’tapered leveling rings by means of much the platen
can be tiFped about any axis in trie ylane of the surface,

#

With this” device ”the up~er and the lower platens can be
al ined parallel within less than 0.0005 inch per foot.
This adjustr~ent of the piatens counteracts thee mall eirors

●

in the lead screws of the testing machine.

The test on sPecimen H (only in the 16-gage sheet’
series) was made in a four-screw Olsen universal’ testing
tiachine of 100,000-pound capacit~. !l”neplatens of the
testing machine were hardenet steel plates wit~tout sp~er-
ical seats or other devices to correct for nonparallelism.
A calibration made just before the test showed the mabhine
to measure loads correctly within +1 percent.

A number of different loading conditions.was used in
these tests. For,the various specimens of the two series
they were as follows:

““ 6~eCi~8LI A. Platen’s supported on knife edges-——______
Were;.used at each end of s~ecimen A as indicated
in fi’gure.2. By me.ans ’of the s~iecial leveling
“rings mentioned, the platens Mere e,lined parallel,
in the direction of. the knife edges, within 0.0005
inch in” 12.5 ifiches’. Since t~ey Wer”e free to ti~
in the other di.rbction, ‘there’ was no adjustment to
be made. Tho specimen was,9~ imclies”lon~’snd the
platens mere’ 1+ i:fiehe%’:thibkso’the-tie~%ers of .
rotation were 12 inches apart. The specimen was

.
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‘carefully ceatcred hy ,measureqent so that the cen-
troiclal axis “of the ends of the specimen coincided
wit’h the plane of the knife ed’ges. In order to
remove an~ initial transverse curvat”lre, tfis syeci-
men was clamped’ between a “pair of l/2- inch square
steel ‘oars at” each end. ‘ ~ ..

Zhe ecui.pment for specimen E was
the sang as tyL&t used ii the test of specimen A.
The specimen was center~d un’der Ioad, that is, it
was shifted laterally with respect to the plane of
the knife edges at zero load following successive
loadings until strs.in measurements on the sheet
and t-he “stiffeners iadicated t“nat tl,e‘stress wag
nearly uniforml;~ distribtited. In the case of the
specimen with 16-gage sheet the position finally
used fn the loading to dest~-action indicated a
shift of about O*C3 inch at the top and a shift i.n
the opposite “direction of .a-oout“0.C5 inch at the
bottom, with respect. to the position r.sed in tte
test of specimen A. Eke Yinal p~siti~n of the
specimen with lo-gage sheet indicated that the
shift wae’ practicall~ zerog

SQecimen C!. Specime~z——____—- C was Tested as a COI-
umn with flat eri~s, t>at is, tke platens ~ere
fixed agai~st ti~ping and turning’. (~ee fig= 3.)
.! pair of SUI1 Aagle bars was clamped to the
specimen to remove azy initial lateral curvature.”
The specimen was “then care:ully cente~ed on the .
lover platen. The length of the specimen was 12
inches . The results of alarge num%er of column
tests made in this machine in this manr.er indi-
cated that the flat-end condition is practically
equivalent to fixed ends. The “effective slender-
ness ratio of this specimen is thus one half that
of specimens A and 3 tested ~ith.round ends. Ee- .
fore the test, the-platens were alined.parallel
within “0.0003 inch “in 12.5 inche”s.,. .,, ,. ---

SLecimen~. The met-nod of test fOr specimen
D was~he same “as t~~t used fcr specimen C. The
length of tae s~ecimen was 24 inck.es;so the ef-
fective slenderness ratio was equal to that of
specimens A and B. Tae platens were alined par-
allel within 0.0005 inch in .1,2.5.inckes.

.,. .
.’
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Sn ec i.rn.g-q_~. The equipment and the setting
of the platens for s.yecimen E were the same as
used” with specimen C. The specimen was the
s,ame as specimen C except, as already mentioned,
the ends were sawed “out not machined, In cen-
tering the specimen in the testing machine it
was found necessary to hold the specimen verti-
cal on the lower platen. This added operation
was necessary because the ends of the specimen
were not normal to the axis of the specimen.

Smecimen F, Specimen Y was supported lat-—..——
erally at intermediate points so that it was
continv.ous over three panels. The test set-up
and the supporting frame are shown in figures
4 and 5. The platens were fixed against tip-
ping and turning and were alined parallel with-
in 0.0005 inch in 12.5 inches. Gne-inch square
bars were securely. atta,ched to the specimen by
means of screws through the flanges of the
,stiffen.ers and .tk.e sheet and. were threaded into
the bars. The hers in turn were connected to a
frame consisting of 4-fnch steel I-beams sup-
ported by the upper c~.sting of the testing ma-
chine. The connecting rods were provi.~.ed wzth
a reduced section near each end in ordor tc
minimize any rotating moment resulting from the
relative vertical movement of the specimen and
the frame. These reduced sections also mini-
mized any restraint to rotation of the panel
point at .i.mpending failure of the specimen.
The specimen was centered in the testing machine
and “pla”ced under a load of 5000 pounds before
the supporting rods were adjusted. After the
Huggenberger tensometers had been attached to
the specimen, the nnts on the supporting rods
were tightened in such a manner that tlie speci-
men was not, stressed by being forced out of its
own plane. It was found that the tensometers
gave a very sensitive indication of the forcing
of the specimen. The spacing of the bars, and
thus the length of the ind?,vidual panels, was
12 inches. ,.

~ecimen G——--...——.-“ The set-up and the ~ethod of
adjustment for specinen G were the sar,e.es used
for specimen F except that this specimen was
continuous over five panels.

●

✎

✼

.
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Specimen H. Specimen IIwa5 ‘Fliesame as——— —
specimen C and was tested i.na screw-power
machine, the hardened steel platens giving a
condition considered equivalent to flat ends.
There %eing no device to correct for nonparal-
lelism of the heads, the platens and the spec-
imens were tried in a number of relative po-
sitions to find the position that gave the
most nearly uniform distribution of load.

‘7

Strains parallel to the stiffeners were measured at
a number of stations on each specimen by means of
Huggenherger tensoiileters using a l-inch gage length.
The tensometers were mounted in pairs: one on the sheet
side of the specimen and one directly opposite on the
stiffener. In general, the stress was” investigated at a
larger number of etations than the number of tensometers
available; the specimen was therefore reloaded a number
.of times in the range of elastic stresses, the tense-me-
ters being shifted to new stations between loadings.
The load was applied in increments so that the load-
stress curves could be drawn.

In the te”s%s .of specimens F and G, deflections of
the outside stiffeners were measured relative to the
steel I-beams o-f the supporting frame. Statioris tiere
located at the supporting bars and at the center Of, the
panels.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The strains measured in these tests were interpreted
into stresses by simply multiplying by 10,300,000 pounds
per square inch. ,the generally accepted value of the mod-
ulus of elasticity of the aluminum alloys? In view of
the large amount of such data obtained in these tests,
only a few load-stress relations are presented herein.
Figures 6 arid 7 show. the load-stress relations for speci-
“men A-10. The locations of the.gage lines are indicated
on the figures, Stresses are $~own for both the sheet side
and the stiffener side of the specimen, The amount of
bending in the specimen is indicated by the lack of agree-
ment between the. O and the .X data points (stress in
the sheet and. stress in the stiffener, respectively); the
variation in the stress across the section is indicated
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by the spread between the tata points and the solid lines
representing the average stress, total load divided by
the cross-sectional area, P/A.

The variation of stress shown in ftgure 7 is greater
than for the other specimens except those of-types E and
E, which will be discussed later. The specimens of the B
typo, centered under load, gave the most ~early uniform
distribution of stress.

The load-stress relations shown in figures 8 and 9
were obtained with specimen E-16, which had. ends prepared
.by sawfng, As would be expected from the-out-of-flatness
and the nonparallelism of, the ends, the-stress dist-ribu-
tion between the sheet and the stiffeners is far from
uniform; the stress distribution across the skeet, how-
everl is fairly uniform. It happens that in these speci-
mens the sheet, is stressed more highly than the average
and the tops of the stiffener sections are stressed less
highly than the average. The indication is that, at
first, the specimen was loaded only on thg sheet. Under
increasing loads: the specimen deflected until the ends
were in uniform contact with the bearing plates in the
neighborhood of 15,0.QG to 20,000 pounds..

The load-stress relations obfained with specimen
H-16 show that the stress distribution was far from uni-
form but not as bad as thet shown in figures 8 and 9 for
specimen E-16. The distribution of stress across the
specimen from one. edge of the sheet to the other was,
however, not so good. In this case, the stiffeners, in
general, ~ere loaded more heavily than the sheet.

The specimens with 10-,gage sheet suddenly failed
when the sheet buckled between the rfvets~ the buckle ex-
tending the full width of the sheet. In some cases the
wave pattern in the sheet was not apparent before the
collapse of the specimen, whereas in other cases the for-
mation of the wave was appare~t at a load a few thousand
pounds less than the ul:isnate load. The flanges of the
stiffeners were badly”di.storted adjacentto the buckle in
the sheet and a few rivets fa3,1ed in combined shear and
tension.

The failures of the specimens with 16-gage sheet
,were preceded by the formation and the growth of R wave

8

.
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pattern over the entire sheet, eve? in the case of the
continuous specimens. The pattern was f~r”st”discernible
at average stresses in the sheet %etween 31,000 and
36,500 Founds per square inch.

Table III gives the ultimate loads arid the >elative
strengths with the values for specimen A taken as a basis
of comparison in both thicknesses of sheet.

The difference in the ultimate loads of specimens
A-10 and B-10 is only 2.5 percent and is probably brought
about by the more uniform stress distribution reeulting
from centering under load. The ultimate strengths of
specimens A-16 and B-16, however, indicate no benefit
from the greater care of centering under load.

The uitimate load of specimen C-10 is onlY a little
greater than that supported ‘by the specimens tested with
round ends. Since the effective slenderness ratios of
the specimens are so small, 10 for flat ends and 21 for
round -,ends, and since the failures occurred by buckling
at stresses so near the yield strength of the material,
this small difference is not surprising. It is shown in
reference 1 that, when the column strengths are near the
yield strength, the effect of the end conditions is
slight for effective slenderness ratios up to about 20.
For more sturdy specimens in which failures do not occur
by local buckling, the effect of the end conditions is
quite apparent.

The ultimate load of specimen C-16 is about 12 per-
cent greater than those supported by the specimens tested
with round ends. This difference is considerably greater
than that for the ,specimens with 10-gage sheet. The
greater difference may be explained as follows: The
failures of the specimens tested with round ends followed
closely after the formation of the buckles in the sheet.
In the case of the specimens with 16-gage sheet the buck-
les formed at stresses much lower, relative to the yield
strength of the material, than in the case of specimens
with lo-gage sheet. Since the effective centroid of the
section shifted as the buckling of the sheet developed
and since the line of action of the load was fixed .by the
knife-edge bearings, there was an effective eccentricity
that increased .as the test progressed, tending tq bring
on early failure. Mow, in the case of the specimen tested
with flat ends, although ,the sheet :%uckled at about the
same stress as in the test with round ends, the line of
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,.

action of the load. shifted with the changing effective
centroid because the heads were fixed against tipping;
consequently, there was no effective eccentricity and less
tendency for early failure. From this discussion and
these data, one should expect the difference in the re-
sults of tests with flat ends and with round ends to in-
crease as the thickness of tbe sheet decrsases.

In the comparison of the results of the 12- and 24-
inch specimens (C and D), it i.s seen that the correspond-
ing values agree within about 3 percent, As pointed out,
the difference in lengths should have a relatively small
effect on the ultimat-a loads supported because the s%resses
are so near the compressive yield strengths and the fail-
ures occurred by local buc’kling.

The comparison of the ultimate strengths of specimens
C and Xl shows that the specimens with sawed enfis are weaker
bY about 5 to 7 percent than those with carefuliy prepared .
ends, This difference might have been in the opFosite di- ●

rection had the sawed endk been such as to Froduce the
high stresses in the stiffeners that are relatively etrong-
er than the sheet. .

The ultimate load of co~tinuous specimen F-lC) is the
‘greatest for the specimens with 10-gage sheet and that of
F-16 is practically equal tQ the greatest for the speci-
mens with lb-gage sheet= The ultimate loads agree better
with the results of the-tests with flat ends than they do
with the results of tests with round ends. As was painted
out in connection with specimens of types A, B, “8nd C,
these stiffened flat sheet specimens did not fail by
column action but by local buckling of the sheet. Since
the type T specimens were so uniformly loaded and free
from deflection as a unit, the line of action of the load
could ,shift with the center of resistance of the specimens,
giving the same condition as in the specisneris with flat
ends.

The ultimate Ioafls of! the type G specimens, cont5.nu-
ous over five panels, are within 4 percent of those sup-
ported by the type F specimens with three continuous pan-
els.

The measured deflections of the continuous specimens
indicated some movement of the specimen relative to the
supporting frame. Rather than deflecting into a curve
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with poin”ts of contraflexure at the points of support, the
specimens deflected into .cnrves with two, potnts of contra-
flex-ure in e’ach panel. In other words, the centers of all
paneis deflected in tLe same direct ion, rather than adja-
cent panels going in opposite direct ions, as would undoubte-
dly he the case if the slende’rne~”s rati’o o.f the segments
were great enough for column action to he present,

The ultimate “strength o-f specimen H-16, which was
tested between nonparallel hearing plates in a screw-power
machic-e; is about 2 percent less than that supported by
specimen C-16, which was tested with carefully alined bear-
ing plates in a hydrauliq-Fewer machine, arid is about 5
percent gre”ater than that supported “Dy specimen E-16, which
had sawed ends. ..”

. .
The ul~imate loads and the average stresses at fail-

ure f“or specimens of types C, i), E’, agd. G are within 2 ~er-
cent of the average of. the. four individual values. This
agreement would indicate that, for specimens .des-igned to
fail at stresses near. the yield strength of the material,
the length of the specimen is of insignificant importance
provided the effective slenderness ratio does not exceed
about 20. It is also indicated that specimens continuous
over several short panels support ultimate loads nearly
equal to those supported by simple specimens with flat
ends. .

CONCLUSIONS .

The following conclusions were drawn from the data
and the discussion presented in this report and apply to
stiffened sheet panels which have effective slenderness
ratios less than about 20 and are designed to fail at
average stresses (p/A} close to the yield strength of the
material:

1
*D In the restricted range of slenderness

ratios under..consi~era.tion, the length of the
specimen “has an insignificant effect on the
ultimate compressive load supported by the
specimen.

2. The condition of t-he ends, whether
round or flat, ha-e onlY a small effect on the
strength. of the specimeh if the buckling
strengths of the sheet and stiffeners are nearly



,. equal. In the ease of ‘specihen5”wberw either the
sheet or tile s%iffener is relatively ‘stronger than
the other,. the use of fiat-ends will: result in a
higher test load tilzan’will the use of round ends.

3, E’or the typeof. specimens under consid-
eration, the added refinement of centering under
load in tests using knife-edge bearir!gs does not
appear.to be justified by the difference in the

.,, . . “ultimate loads of.speci~ens centered by this proc-
edure end specimens centered by direct measure-
ment to the centro~.d.

.-.
,,’ . .

., 4, The ultimate ioads supported by the con-
tinuous specimens are close to those supported by
simple specimens tested with flat ends, Contin-
uous specimens with ‘hifi”gedsupports at the panel
points offer a means of obt’aini.ng a high ultimete
load without introducing a degree of end restraint
at the panel Feints greater than that present in
the prototype, In this res~ect, the continuous-
panel test is su~erior to the ordinary flat-end
test because, in flat-er.d tests, one cannot be
sure that. the degyee o: end restraint does not
exceed that encountered in the prototype.

5, Tt.e prec Lsion with which the ends of the
specimen are finished flat and parallel as well
as the care exercise-d in the alinement of the
specimen in the testing machine have no consistent
eifect on the ultimete loads supported by the
specimens, but they are reflected in a more nearly
uniform. distribution of the stresses measured in
the ’elastic range, “ ““ “

6. iVnether short sp’ec~m’ezisare tested in a
hydraulic-power testing machine or in a screw-
power machine seems to make LO difference in the
ultimate loads. In elthsr cas’e the stress dis-
tribution s-hould be tiade as nearly uniform as
possible.by the use:of well-prepared specimers
and..parallel .pla%ens. .,,.

Aluminum Research” Laboratories ,
Aluminum.Compkny Of America, ‘

New Kensington, ‘?a., April 18, 1941.
.. .

.

.
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1. Xemplin, R. L. , Sturm, R. G. , Eartma.nn, I?. C., and
Holt, M.: Colnnn Strength of Vario71s Aluminum
Alloys. Tech. Xaper Iio. 1, Aluminum Res. Lab. ,
Aluminum Co. of ~m., 1538.
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Specirnel

A-1o

B-10
c-lo
D-1o
E-1o
F-10
c-lo

A-16
2-16
C-16
E-16
R-16
F-16

C--16

E-1 6

Endsfls
and

parallel
within
(in.)

0.4010

.0010

.0010

.0015

.0390

.0015

.0020

.0015

.0015

.0010

.CQlo

.0395

.0010

.0020

.0015

b
Held momentarily.

.

croEil-

?ectional

area, A

(sq in.)
-——

2.29B

2.298

2.295,
2.291
2.295
2.295
2. 3(?0

1..766

1.7%
1.7=

1.769
1.765

1 76s

1.7%2

1.769

. . .

I

!UIBLE I

lIlXW21FTIOllOF SPECIMENSAltllRESUI.ITSOr TESIS

Ultim9t.e
load,
P

(lb)

97, !5@3

‘iOO, O(K)

103, OCO
102,400

97,750

“105,5OO
101,500

6B, KH3

68,000
75,500
74,300

71, 5C0
76,4CQ

b75,000

75,002

F ‘w??
42, f130

43,520
44, E80
44,700
42,590

45,970
44,130

3B,8713
38,5W

43,340
42,000
40,510

43,210

42:330

42,400

Romd 97,500

Round 99,000
?lat 100,OOO
Flat ------------

Flat i-----------flo~t~~o~*,------------
3ont inuous 95,(MO

RomNI
Round
mat
Flat
Flat

Umtimlous

Centinuous
Flat

55, ~f)

EO,ooo
S3,mo
&,)oo

45,(K)O

60,0Q0

65,CW
68,003

Remarke

Centeredbymeamremsnt to centroid.
Centeredby strainmepm.uements.

S,awedends.
Continuousovar tbrcepanels.
Conthm0u8 over f~vs panels.

Centeredby measurementto csntroid.
Centeredby Stralnmeaeuramenta.

Sawed ends.
Continuousover tlx-eepanels.

CoEtinuoueover five Pansls.
: Tested in screw-powermaa~ine.

ii

I
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TA.FitS) 11

SWY OF WK!HMLtOALPROPllECIESOl!’MATERIALS

Form

10-gege sheet

1 d-gege sheet

Stiffener

Nominal

t~ickmess

(in.)

0.102

.0s1

.078

——

!

.!:

—— —.

Tensile Tensilo
Etrength yield strergth,

off~~t= .

(lb/sq in. ) (lb/sq i:.;$

—

69,200 54,300

?2 ,250 54,703

70,810 52,900

1

~’

I .1 ..:l

——

El ongat ion
in 2 in.

(parcent)

20.0

18.5

15.9

—

. ..—— ..—

Compression
yield strength,

Offset = 0.24
(lb/sq hi. )

43,100

45,c?ao

46,400

03
!-J

P

IJ
o-l

ii

1’

.,1! i

I
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TABLE HI

RESULTS OF T~STS ON S1’IFTENXD JH.JLT SBEET SFIdCIMEtW

Specimen and

method of testing

.-

-L
Tested with round ends (knife
edges) ccatercd by messwwant

In hydraulic-type mecbine with
heads ~quippad with leveling
ri~s. Accurately mschk<d

ends.

.—

T
~

‘u
Tested with round ends (knife

. edges) center~d under lend in

E
w!
l-l! hydraulic-type mschino witin

L
heade ~quipped with leveling
rings. Accumtely m~chined

-!%%- ‘“””

.

lo-gage sheet
.—

IJlthnate

LOFId (lb)

97,~o

—.—

lUO,000

Relativc
strergth

1.00

1.03

id-gage sheet

Wtimat e

oad (lb)

68,600

68,000

.— .—_

Relative
stsen@h ,&
—.

z.

F

H
m
0
b’
u

.

co
P
l--

0.99

IJ

m
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TABLE III (Contiaued)

Specimen and
method of ta6ting

a
c:

T@sted with flnt ends iatidratiic
type machine with heads equipged

with leveiing ri~~s. Accurately

mnchined ends.

.d

. .

Tc@ed with flat. ands irilxrdraulic
type mnchime with h~ads eqkppad

with leveling ri~s. Accurately
mack!.ued cmds.

lo-gago sheet

Ultimate
load (lb)

m, cm

102I,4OO

Relative
strength

1.06

1.05

Ultimate
load (lb)

‘76,500

7<,300

Rolativo
strength

1.12

(i

0)
I-J

P

1.08
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TABLE III (Continued)

lo-gage fiheet lf+gage sheet

;ltimate
~Oi3d (lb)

SpecL~en and
method of testing Rel.mtive

strength
Relative
strength

Vltimlie
load (lb)

Y-

1.04

.

1.11

Tested with flat ende inhydr$iu-
lic-typemacli.nc with heaclB
aquippcd with leveiing rings.

Rough sawed ends.

97,7’50 1.00 n, 503

—.—

T
.—.

I

gl
.

Tested ae a column continuous
ovar three panels In hydraulic-
ty-$e macbino rith h:ads cqut.pped

with ltiveling rings. Accurakly
machined snds.

m
P
P

‘76,400105,5M) 1.08

“1T+i-
1 I
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!ca~ III (Concluded)

Spe.ti.men and
method of testirg

T~sted as a column continuous
over fivo panels in h@raulic-
t~e machine with hefiJB cquippad

with laveling rings. Accurately
~m.~hined ~dg.

.-

H

Tested with flat endo in screw-

power machine wit-hhetis not
equipped with laveling rings.
Accurately machined ends.

.

lo-gage sheet

U-ltiMte
load (lb)

101,500

-—------

?le18tive
etrcmgth

1.04

-----.—

I&gage Bhect

RelativeUltimate

load (lb)

75,00i3

?6,000

Btrcn@h

1.09

El

gl

a!
IJ
P
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#245-T Sheet

.

No.1: t= O.05t, B&3 ckgelI

rivcl dlometcr= &‘

No.z: t= OIOZ:B&SGa ~1(

irivet dmmeter = ,

A175-T Button Read Rivets; “-

Flat driven head on stiffener a’kk;
Rivets driwen cold.

-cl

STIFFCNED FLAT SHEIZT PANEL3

FOR EDGE COMPRESSION TIZSTS.

FIGURC I



NACA Technical Note NO. 811

Figure 2.-

Fig. 2

,,.. ,

I
1

Test set-up using lmife-edge bearing blocks
to produce the condition of round ends.



NACA Technical Note No. 811 Fig. 3

Figure 3.- Test set-up using fixed heads of testing machine
to produce the condition of flat ends.
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Figure 4.. Specimen with intermediate supports giving
three continuous panels.

Fig. 4
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